






In International Relations (IR) there are certain things that we just know. For example, we know that borders are the edges of states. Subsequently, complex and comprehensive theories of the state which have defined the discipline have been produced which, by referencing only each other, have entrenched this apparent truth of borders. Even the more recent focus on the open/ closed borders paradox; that is, whether or not borders are disappearing or becoming stronger, has reified the barrier function of the border as a ‘given’; an eternal and innate truth which we, as IR theorists tend to overwhelmingly (and uncritically) accept. But must we?

This thesis insists that we must not. Indeed, I claim that it is precisely that which is rendered invisible by power, which is the most significant element of its constitution. The marked influence of the U.S.-Mexican border in people’s everyday lives which I saw during my field research will not allow me to ignore borders. Nor am I able to forget my own role when I write, as a privileged academic, in their (re)production. As such, the thesis is an attempt to turn IR on its head (or cut off the king’s head, as Foucault might say, 1986a:63); turning conventional ways of thinking upside-down and inside-out to reinstate borders and marginality as visible and important elements of IR. Towards this end, I make a number of moves which criticise IR and reimagine it from below.

Firstly, rather than focusing on states, I turn my attention to borders, rendering them visible within IR and underscoring their importance to statecraft. Secondly, instead of taking government and state as my key level of analysis, I take everyday people; that is, rather than politicians and presidents I focus on citizens and subalterns and their role in state power and border (re)production. This firmly grounds IR in real people’s lives as lived, helping theory to ‘keep up’ with real life. Thirdly, when discussing debates of power, my gaze is focused firmly on marginality to reveal how it operates and gains control as a relation, rather than raw capacities and capabilities and brute force. Finally, instead of relying solely on print sources or rigid measures of data collection, I have used informal methods of collection alongside participant observation, alongside a personal tone when relaying this information within the thesis.

LOCATING STATE POWER & MARGINALITY AT THE U.S.-MEXICAN BORDER
This thesis began as a fascination with the physical space of the U.S.-Mexican border; how it is represented, negotiated and contested throughout space and time; how it is lived, perceived and imagined by people who live or pass through the apparently arbitrary divide between states and nations; and how it ultimately becomes naturalised and fortified as an everyday reality for those both at the border and beyond.  Conceptually, the thesis forms a general theoretical exploration of the relationship between state power and marginality at borders; it is also an attempt to make sense of the border and subaltern peoples, rendering them visible in studies of International Relations.

My specific interest in the border lies in the constitutive role of ‘state power’; meaning the different ways in which it acts to produce a general fabric of power at the border- and how these power relations have come historically and socially under state control; producing a specific yet malleable type of geopolitical border and mutually constitutive socio-political discourse. I claim that the most fertile location to examine this productive process is at the margins of society and at the margins of the geographical state: namely the level of the subaltern and their relationship with the citizen. How do these persons navigate and become embroiled within the threads of state power that constitute the border? How does the state react against subaltern groups with forms of bordering? I argue that even though the subaltern are essentially defined by their marginality in relation to society and the state, they are simultaneously incorporated into relations of state power through their constitutive role as the ‘other’. Put differently, the notion of the border as a divide is predicated precisely upon the perceived inadequacy of the marginal existence of subaltern groups, whereby the border becomes a territorial, cultural and political response.

I employ a distinctly postcolonial theoretical approach in my work which reads a number of theoretical influences alongside one another. Firstly I read a Foucauldian notion of power alongside a Gramscian influenced notion of the state to see state power at borders as inherently decentralised and dispersed—this highlights state borders as important sites of power. Rather than seeing power as a capacity, I see it as a relation present in civil society which manages and governs the population, making them productive. Secondly, using Agamben and the Latin American Subaltern Studies Group I note that state power has a tendency to fixate upon certain subjectivities in order to reproduce itself; that is the figure of the marginal or subaltern. In doing so, the construction of the citizen becomes reliant on the subaltern, bringing into being the citizen/ subaltern binary. This ability of the state to distinguish or discriminate between different lives has become an invisible logic of everyday life at the border. Even so, I claim that relations of power always incorporate a possibility for resistance, even though this may not necessarily be resistance ‘as we know it’.

As well as giving an impression of the general content and argument of the thesis, in this introduction I also make a discerned effort to locate myself as an author in relation to debates of power, representation, and my own work.​[1]​ As I understand power [and resistance] as coextensive and contemporary, it is necessary to acknowledge the consequences of always being in the position of simultaneously exercising and undergoing the effects of power relations. As such I make a concerted effort to critically self-reflect and situate myself and my writings within what I see as this all encompassing fabric of state power at the border. I do this by inter-dispersing my own experiences in the field, and reflections on citizenship, subalternity, and the binary within which they are placed. Although I recognise quite clearly that I, in no way, have experienced subalternity in the same way as the subalterns whom I study, I nonetheless reflect on time where my life has been momentarily exposed as ‘naked’.  What follows is an excerpt from my fieldwork diary:
I was accompanying a group of border activists on a ‘Border Unity March’ which was organised by a coalition of left wing U.S. civil society organisations. The march consisted of walking across through the Naco, AZ port of entry to a park in Naco MX, where a number of activities such as singing, poetry recitals, and drama were taking place [see Photograph 1 on next page]. 


Photograph 1: Naco Border (AZ)
Source: author fieldnotes

As we arrived I chatted to participants and observed the activities.  The march was taking place at the same time as the Minuteman Project and in precisely the same area, as such, the emphasis on border solidarity was a direct discursive challenge to the rhetoric of the MMP. When the day’s events were over, I accompanied the group back to the POE where we would enter the U.S. As I displayed my passport, U.S. Customs and Border Protection agents asked me to step aside whilst they did some quick checks. They could see the refusal notice from the U.S. embassy stamped in my passport. Meanwhile, an over enthusiastic junior agent aggressively asserted that I was a political subversive, asserting that this was the reason why I had been initially refused a visa in London.  He eyed me suspiciously as he claimed to run various tests through CBP databases, he also ‘googled’ me but all he found was my university web page detailing my thesis. He was ordered by his superior to undertake a question and answer session with me. He asked me why I had visited Mexico that day. I replied that I had been observing a ‘Unity March’ which was intended to show solidarity between the two sides of the international border. The agent met my comment with an outburst, where he exclaimed that I was lying. He said that he did not need a PhD or a Masters degree (a clear reference to his uneasiness at my level of education) to ‘know’ that the activity in question was really an anti-border, anti-immigration, and anti-state reaction to the Minuteman project. I was shocked at the passion and determination in his reaction, but remained silent. He asked me if it showed solidarity that activists walking through the POE had shouted Chinga Migra [Fucking Border Patrol]. This helped me to understand why I had been stopped, I represented a perfect opportunity for the agent to make a political point and vent his anger against left leaning U.S. citizens involved in this movement who he considered to be ‘bad’ citizens, but legally could not do anything about as they held U.S. passports. It was clear to me that he was taking the challenge of the left to U.S. immigration policy to be a personal attack on himself, and the integrity of the institution to which he belonged, and ultimately as the patriotic nationalist rhetoric goes, to government and the nation-state itself. In this case, myself being a foreigner I represented not so much a real ‘threat’ as the other, rather a perfect scapegoat upon which to enact both his personal and professional frustrations at the current political climate surrounding the border. The agent was genuinely upbeat at the prospect of making me suffer to punish the actions of the group I was accompanying that day, and their pro-immigrant stance which he interpreted to be anti-citizen and anti-government. He sent a clear message to those who had accompanied me, and waited outside the POE for my emergence- ‘you have marched today to bring unity, but we have the ‘power’ to de-unify you.’ Literally I had been plucked out of the group, so we had been separated; he was underscoring the divisive function of the border. He physically delayed my passage although I wonder if he could have legally prevented it altogether. Most importantly he reasserted the physical power of the state to constrain individuals in the name of policy, politics, and the common good, the ‘armour’. The more subtle effects of this action are evident in the message that was sent to the group; people were shocked and concerned, they realised that members of their own group could be vulnerable, that the border can be closed to certain individuals and that could affect the group. I left the POE five hours after entering it, in which time the agent had taken fingerprints, compiled biometric data, and completed a question and answer session which centred on my personal political beliefs and education. I was obligated to sign this under oath and swear that it was the truth. I was also informed that my passport had been tagged with an electronic record of events of the day (Author fieldnotes, 30 April 2005).

Decha Tangseefa has documented the difficulties of conducting research in such spaces which have been marked as ‘off-limits’, even for the production of academic knowledge (2007:243). The border could certainly be seen as one of these spaces, a vulnerable point of the nation-state. This underscores the state hold over knowledge production, who conducts it, into what exactly, and where it is ‘allowed’ to be conducted. It is precisely this structure of power which must be negotiated so that we can ‘learn’ about subaltern peoples—what we can ‘know’, who we can talk to, deciding whether or not their lives can be rendered perceptible, and if so, through which particular framework of knowing (2007:243-4). Is it possible then, that state power has had an influence on how knowledge about subaltern groups at the border has so far, been produced? Indeed, I have to acknowledge that I too have been managed, regulated, disciplined and governed by state power while producing my research (2007:244). This subsequently placed me in a vulnerable position whilst collecting my data. Tangseefa describes his own experience thus;
Although revealing myself to the sovereign power as a researcher, as someone who conducted research on this very sensitive issue, was my choice, my being inscribed was by no means an option. It will be possible, therefore, for the sovereign power, if it deems necessary, to abandon me, ripping off my form of life and exposing my nakedness.
(Tangseefa, 2007:244).

This was precisely what happened during my experience crossing the Naco border, indeed it was not an isolated occasion during my fieldwork.​[2]​ However, for some reason these kind of fleeting experiences made it even more urgent to me, as a responsible academic, to render visible other subaltern lives which have been hidden at the border or their production manipulated by state power. I wanted somehow to provide them with a platform which would allow them to speak in academia, to speak to citizens, and to tell us ‘their story’ about how the border is (re)produced.​[3]​


RESEARCH AREA & AIMS

Borderlands are marginal places; borders mark the literal margins of the nation-state. In their common embodiment as a line on a map, they mark a definitive geographical point where one state ends and another begins, a clear expression of political authority and sovereignty in a given territory. Indeed, without borders we could not make sense of states and nations, even less so of the academic discipline of International Relations.

Although highly diverse through time and across space, borders share some kind of dominant universal meaning which has identified them as a separator of states, and through which their imaginary existence becomes crystallised as a social, political and physical fixture which contains the nation-state.  We use a set of assumptions to imagine borders which operate in conjunction with our ‘common-sense’ understanding of states. In this paradigm borders are natural phenomena which identify and distinguish different groups of people classified by nationality and culture. In many cases these borders appear as unquestionable truths, reflected in the fact that they often follow a ‘natural’ geographical course such as a river or sea. Just as we imagine the general entity of the ‘state’ as being static through time and in space, borders are commonly perceived to be timeless by-products of these states and have attracted little opportunity for critical reflection in IR.

Contrary to this established way of thinking, I claim that borders are physically constructed socio-historical phenomena; they are man-made, human creations which reflect our own ideas and interests. They are inherently political sites of power, microcosms of state power which can enhance and inform how we think about states more generally. Thus I propose that a study of borders would not replace the study of states; rather it would supplement it, adding a further dimension to the already critical empirical and theoretical work which exists on states. This would emphasise the interdependent relationship in which they co-exist, where any conception of borders must always refer back to the political authority of the sovereign state and vice versa. Of interest therefore, is how borders can be simultaneously fixed, neutral and natural structures, but also messy and overlapping, fragile and contestable socio-historical constructs.

Time
The thesis looks broadly into a period spanning from the early 1990s until the present day. Although it also provides a socio-historical perspective dating back to colonial times, the intention of this is to make sense of current political processes within a broader historical context. This period was selected due to the significant events which have taken place in it. These include the findings of murdered women in Ciudad Juarez which started in approximately 1993; the implementation of policy to seal the border to illegal immigrants based on the logic of ‘prevention through deterrence’ beginning with ‘Operation Hold the Line’ in 1993; and the NAFTA trading agreement which came into force in 1994. Of further interest in this timescale is how the border and its traditionally key constitutive discourses have morphed and merged with regard to 9/11 and the perceived global threat of terrorism since 2001. The field research which I refer to took place during a six month period between January and July 2005.

Place
As previously mentioned, this thesis examines the case of the U.S.-Mexican border. Specifically it refers to the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez region as well as parts of the Arizona-Sonora border where I carried out my field research. It would be beyond the scope of my resources to address other border zones or attempt a comparative enterprise for the reason that the U.S.-Mexican border itself is highly diverse and to be successful in giving the detailed analysis which my approach requires necessitates an intensive study of a single border. Nonetheless, I hope that my work will be interesting and useful to scholars of other border zones and those working in the general area of border theory. As such, I do make occasional reference to literature from other border zones at times during the thesis.

To contextualise and locate the thesis, what follows is a brief description of how I perceived the U.S.-Mexican border at El Paso in my fieldwork journal, the beginnings of which gave me an indication of the multifaceted nature of the relationship between power and everyday life there, and the paradoxes contained therein:
The international bridges in the El Paso del Norte region are truly amazing places, I ponder that they must be unparalleled. There are swarms of people walking between the dense lanes of traffic, they tap on car windows to offer for sale food, frutas, nuts and seeds, tortillas and enchiladas; there are money changers loitering by the edge of the road at the tip of the bridge giving a rather favourable exchange rate; there are vendors of big plaster cast glittering wall hangings of the Virgin of Guadalupe, John Paul II and pictures of Jesus; there is a man playing a trumpet and a drum at the same time; his wife beside him with a baby in a rebozo [sling], she is holding out a cap for contributions; there is another man collecting money for the army of Christ in a sparkling white pressed shirt and trousers which shine like a beacon among the thick petrol fumes which dominate the air. They must not go too close to the U.S. side of the border, or loiter too long there lest they be accused of spying.​[4]​ I see people dusting down car windscreens, actually running alongside the cars as the traffic slowly moves, when they are finished an electric window rolls down ever so slightly to pass out a few coins.  Car windows usually remain firmly closed and air conditioning on so as not to invite toxic fumes into the vehicles, it seems somewhat unjust that those providing the services are subject to this for as long as they work, day after day. I remember a sad story about two children dying from the fumes as they were sleeping in the back of their father’s pick up truck because the waiting times increased so much after 9/11. The people in the cars are white, Mexican, Chicano, Fronterizo, American, all of these, there is a clear hierarchical power relation which hangs between them and the people on the streets who are trying to sell their wares and make a living, but it is not based on race. Beneath the bridge there are murals painted on the concrete banks which channel the Rio Grande, they read ‘Death to America, kill whitey’; nadie es illegal [nobody is illegal]; many are anti-American and anti-Bush, accusing them of being terrorists. I reflect for a moment on the irony of these comments, the U.S. has fortified the border on the pretext of keeping terrorists out, yet the graffiti on the wall accuses the U.S. of being the terrorists.

Crossing into Juárez is normally easy if you’re Anglo looking or dressed appropriately. I was never asked for my passport. If your clothes are a bit shabby or you might ‘look’ like you’re from Central America then it is more difficult. Crossing by vehicle, you are subject to the traffic light system where if it turns red then your vehicle will be searched. Local legend has it that if you hold your breath during the crossing then the light will always be green (thankfully there are not usually large queues to enter Mexico). The traffic lights are not used when crossing by foot. In contrast to the Arizona crossing experiences, in the El Paso del Norte Region a small fee must be paid to the country of departure which goes towards maintaining the bridges.​[5]​ This can be paid in either dollars or pesos, but it works out cheaper if you pay in pesos. Crossing back into El Paso from Juárez is a bit of a lottery. It depends on how you cross, what time it is, on which particular crossing it is, and who the inspecting agent is. If you cross in a vehicle at 2am and the agent has just lit a cigarette, he might not even look at your documents and just wave you through because you look white. If you’re Hispanic looking and are confronted by a Mexican American CBP agent, he might be especially hard on you just to make a point that he doesn’t give favouritism to Mexican Americans just because of his origin, yet with a white agent you might have no trouble. If you’re a U.S. citizen you might declare it, and the agent may respond ‘me too!’ as he waves you through. If you cross with a British passport, the agent might strike up a conversation with you about how wonderful ‘the homeland’ is, on the other hand he may enter into a flurry of questions about why you are here, what you have brought back from Mexico, and when you will leave. If the agent is bored he might poke fun at your photo, he might say that you look fat and you must have ate too much when it was taken, and make fun of you. If someone said that to you in another public place you might slap them or even throw something at them. But at the border you find yourself stammering to justify that five years ago you had a bit more puppy fat than you do now, but providing assurance that it is in fact you in the picture. You often leave the border crossing feeling emotionally violated, hurt, offended or tearful. You wonder why you didn’t resist, why you didn’t defend yourself, why you allowed yourself to be taunted and humiliated in that way. You remember the utter feeling of powerlessness that you felt in that moment, and the totalising power that was held by the CBP agent over your movement and your emotions. Most people make international crossings like this only a couple of times a year, but for border residents this can be daily life.​[6]​

In geographical terms, the U.S.-Mexican border is almost 2,000 miles long (Lorey, 1999:1).  It follows the course of the Rio Grande River (known in Mexico as the Rio Bravo) from Matamoras/ Brownsville to El Paso/ Ciudad Juárez which marks the mid-point of the border. From there until Tijuana/ SanYsidro (to which the nearest big city on the U.S. side is San Diego) the border is marked by fences and walls, and sometimes it is not visibly marked at all, just a line in the sand (Anderson, J.B., 2003:535). In the U.S. border region there are 25 counties in four states that touch the border. On the Mexican side there are 38 Municipalities (Municipios) in six states. There is a substantial mix of big cities and smaller outposts along the border, which are each distinct historically and demographically from their neighbour. The biggest border twin metropolises are El Paso-Ciudad Juárez and San Diego​[7]​-Tijuana [for a map of the border, see Figure 1]. In a single year, an international port of entry in one of these cities might see over five million pedestrians cross, whereas in a smaller town like Sasabe this number might only be five thousand.​[8]​ Obviously, the number of legal crossings impacts upon the social and economic development of these border locations on both sides. Furthermore, as the notable population and economic concentrations, policy tends to be first implemented in these ‘centres’, and then trickle down to smaller towns in more rural surroundings.


Figure 1: Map of the U.S.-Mexican Border. 
Source: adapted from Herzog (1990:34).

The U.S. border states are some of the poorest in the country, whereas the Mexican border states are comparatively rich within Mexico. The border has been described as America’s 51st state, where it would be bottom for most services and top only for lack of adult education, poverty and unemployment (Shapleigh, 2005:1). As such Leo Chavez argues that the boundaries between first world and third world become meaningless at this border (1998:3). He reminds us that on both sides there exist substantial areas of poverty such as the colonias interspersed within hugely wealthy neighbourhoods, and many aspects of the different sides are actually quite similar. It is thus more of a postcolonial space, than a definitively first or third world space.

The border simultaneously joins and separates a first and a third world country. As Anzaldúa (1999:3) has famously remarked: "The U.S.-Mexican border es una herida abierta (is an open wound) where the third world grates against the first and bleeds" where culture, language and the economies of the borderlands meet and blend. The economic disparity is particularly blatant, and more significant than at any other land border in the world (Anderson, J.B., 2003:536). It is, in fact, the only land border to join a first and third world country. This in itself highlights it as a unique opportunity for critical reflection, and explains why this particular border has pioneered and led work in the field of border studies.

During my fieldwork period I was based in the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez region and carried out visits to smaller border towns at the Arizona-Sonora border. I chose these regions because of their importance to my empirical chapters which analyse undocumented migrants and subaltern women (I return to this in a moment).  As small border towns have such different characteristics to larger urban areas, it was necessary to visit and collect relevant data from each of these places to provide complementary perspectives into border life.

El Paso-Ciudad Juárez is often known as the unofficial capital of the border (Amastae, 2004, Personal Correspondence [Email]). It is an urban megalopolis with a population of over 2 million, making it the largest combined population of any point at the border (Staudt and Coronado, 2002:11).​[9]​ Located in the Chihuahuan desert, it is rapidly expanding, as its population increases. Between 1995 and 2005 the combined population grew by 38% (Shapleigh, 2002:1). El Paso was the first location to implement the border patrol strategy of ‘prevention through deterrence’, to deter potential illegal immigrants from crossing. Silvestre Reyes, the Border Patrol Chief who fashioned this strategy, is currently Congressman for El Paso. As a result of this strategy, it is now claimed that El Paso is the second safest large city in the U.S. (El Paso Police Force, 2008). Ciudad Juárez on the other hand, is a continuous site of violence and drug-related crime. It has also become known for, and to a certain extent defined by the systemic and frequent sexual crimes targeted at women, known internationally as the femicides.

Towns along the Arizona-Sonora section of the border are much smaller than El Paso- Cd. Juárez, although they have grown rapidly since the implementation of ‘prevention through deterrence’ which redirected illegal migrant foot traffic away from urban crossing areas towards the more dangerous territory of the Sonoran Desert. While the number of apprehensions dropped in the big cities, in the Tucson and Yuma sectors (which constitute the Arizona border area) numbers of apprehensions increased sharply. For example, in Douglas apprehensions increased from 3,000 per month in 1995, to 27,000 in March 1999. At that time, the entire population of Douglas only numbered 15,000 (Dallas morning news, quoted in Andreas 2000:94). The increase in illegal foot traffic has encouraged a huge expansion of technology, federal budgeting allocated to the area, and border patrol personnel and stations in the small towns along this section of the border, which have dramatically altered the social and physical landscape. Furthermore this activity has encouraged an extreme citizen reaction to secure the border, expressed in activities such as the Minuteman Project (Chapter Four).

The Border as Rincón & Esquina
It would be an injustice to speak of the border in generalist terminology as a single and static predefined entity. Instead I use a motif of the border as both an esquina and rincón. ​[10]​ This terminology utilises the Spanish language words for corner; esquina refers to an outer corner whereas rincón refers to an inner corner. This distinction does not exist in the English language where we only have one word for corner, it thus complicates the singularity of the border and provides a window to ambiguity; two ways of looking at a single structure. It is useful as both a visual and geographical motif, which helps us to understand how the border itself is manifest in the physical and social landscape of the region in various ways.

The motif of rincón and esquina reflects both cultural and territorial elements of the border, as well as the different operations of power which prop them up as neutral, natural, neat and tidy edges of the nation-state. This illustrates the complicity of the border and the many different ways in which power operates at the limits of the nation-state to consolidate itself. It highlights the hidden functions of state power which are often overlooked, but are essential to the maintenance of a unified and fortified border. It also signals towards a public and private of the border, that is, the consolidation of power in both visible and hidden ways. Thus the border is never a single thing, rather it is always in process; projected as static yet rendered fragile and unstable by the reality of everyday life.

Focus on Subaltern Women & Undocumented Migrants
The empirical chapters of the thesis focus upon two key subaltern groups: undocumented migrants and subaltern women. The use of the term ‘subaltern’, in keeping with subaltern studies groups, denotes a subject structurally bound to forms of subordination, or a group of people who reflect a general attribute of subordination. (Ranajit Guha, quoted in LASSG, 1993:110, footnote 1). Or, put differently, the detritus of society. However I also draw upon Giorgio Agamben’s notion of naked life to enhance the notion of subalternity. Naked life refers to a life that can be killed but not sacrificed; this means that it would not be classed as a homicide and so the killing would command no punishment or social outrage. It is this exceptionality which renders visible the subtle workings of state power—that is, through the production of naked life as marginal in opposition to the politically qualified life of the citizen.

Rather than focusing exclusively on class, gender or ethnicity, the category subaltern reflects a certain disillusion with the singularity of each of these terms. Instead, it combines the three to redefine the concept of oppression as more inclusive (Rodríguez, I., 2001b:5). This in itself makes subalternity rather difficult to define or pinpoint, reflecting somewhat of a celebration of messiness which acknowledges that concepts and theories which are static and neatly bounded do not always fit well with everyday life. Indeed, Beverley insists that subalternity cannot be considered singular and fixed, but rather ‘it is a migrating, mutating subject’ (2001:121).  Of subalternity, Spivak simply comments; “It’s just a space of difference, if you like” (1996b:293). In sum, the category of subaltern is useful at the border because, like the border, it critiques the neat edges and clear divides of power and reveals real life as un-bindable.

I focus on these two particular groups because of their current topicality in the region, and because of marked similarities in how power acts to produce, represent and manage their lives at the border. I claim that such parallels suggest the possibility of a border condition that relies on the marginalisation of certain social groups and the regulation of their physical bodies as a product of the efficiency of state power.

By examining the management and representation of these particular groups I give a more balanced analysis of the operations of state power on both sides of the divide. In doing so, I explore how states react to subalterns who are their own citizens, as well as those who are citizens of other states and have entered state territory without express permission, thus interrogating the citizen/ subaltern binary. In the case of undocumented migrants I analyse the reaction of the U.S. government to the issue, and how they have instituted a regime of biopolitical control to document, manage and regulate undocumented lives. I also note the complicity of civil society organisations who give humanitarian aid with the project of statecraft. I argue that they both take the marginal life of the subaltern as their referent point which reasserts their illegitimacy and the border itself as a legitimate divide. With regard to Subaltern women, the focus turns to the Mexican state and its role in producing the boundary through disciplining, managing and regulating the biological and economic productivity of these women in a specifically gendered way. As such, as well as being relevant to the time-scale I discuss, these subaltern groups also present complementary views of border production (rincón and esquina) from respective sides, revealing the dominant and subordinate relationship between the U.S. and Mexico themselves.


RESEARCH QUESTION & ARGUMENT

My postcolonial approach to the thesis leads me to ask: How has the border been produced? Or to put it perhaps even more concisely, I could reduce my research question to ‘how is the border?’ I argue that the border is a complex product of state power which operates through the production and regulation of marginality which disciplines and manages society; that is, the distinction that power makes between different lives. The border is both a discursive and material structure, a physical and social structure, an esquina and rincón that is always in process. As such, to begin to understand it we need to continually problematise it and analyse the relations of power and ‘common-sense’ discourses upon which it rests. We must not take the border for granted as a natural truth or predetermined historically fixed fact. On the contrary, we must unpick its production, theoretically and historically and on local, national and international levels.

My argument centres on the intersections of state power and marginality (the citizen/ subaltern binary) in the production of the modern border. I take ‘state power’ to mean a complex balance of physical and subtle forms of power, (that is, forms of power acting physically on the body, and also ideological or discursive power which is less visible) dispersed through different levels of the state. I see the state as being composed of three layers, the subaltern, civil society, and the governmental state. Power circulates in relations within these layers, and also between the layers where citizens are continually both exercising and undergoing the effects of power. I argue that power should not be viewed as repressive, but, as Foucault puts it “a productive network which runs throughout the whole social body” which “traverses and produces things, [it] induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse” (Foucault, 1986a:60-1). Ultimately produced through these strategies of power is a unified and fortified ‘border’, in both spatial and non-spatial manifestations in the border region which essentially reifies the legitimacy of the state and nation, and makes sense of states and ‘international relations’ more generally. I insist that power and the state are also historically constructed, for this reason it is necessary to analyse the historical role of state power in border production since the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848 and the drawing of the modern border, as well as the accompanying discourses of difference and tensions in the region that predate the border itself.  By this, I mean both the ideational power of the state which stems from how we think about states and their border and their mutual constitution; as well as the ‘physical’ power of the state which is periodically resurrected to armour the notion of the geographical border.

I claim that the meaning and value of subaltern lives are negotiated in civil society in discourses of binaries (such as legality/ illegality, Malinche/ Guadalupe). Indeed, it is the fortification of these binaries which produces a fixed and unified border. The fragility of the binaries which the subaltern continually threatens to expose, must be concealed therein. My use of the term ‘binary’ to represent hierarchical power relations is deliberate, and draws from the astrophysical notion of a binary star. A binary star is a system where two interconnected stars orbit around a single centre of mass; they are bound together by gravity. One star is always dominant, and the other is a companion star. Scientists may determine data from one star by studying the ‘other’. Indeed, the large proportion of binary stars which exist make them crucial to how we understand the formation of stars in general (binary star, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008). In a similar fashion to the binary star, binaries at the border reflect the process of ‘othering’, that is, how a dominant group can define a subaltern group by negation, in this sense subaltern groups become defined in civil society as figures of ‘lack’ which produce the substance of the law-abiding legitimate citizen, this depiction is then affirmed by the state and the state agencies in order to define, police, manage and control these subaltern groups.

Subaltern bodies are also managed individually, as well as a totality/ group—as such state power penetrates the most intimate aspects of their lives so far as to sanction how they live and die in the most extreme circumstances, where power governs a perverse mix of dead and live bodies (Doty, 2005:17). The border itself founds itself upon these subaltern lives and upon the maintenance of the binaries which constitute them as ‘other’, they are the foundation upon which civil society and the state subsequently build, imagine and enact the border. The presence of the territorial border subsequently becomes a metaphor for forms of ‘othering’ in border society, which are most extreme at the margins of the state because of the physical proximity of the ‘other’. Indeed, I claim that without these bodies/ subaltern groups, the concept of the border would not make sense.


FIELDWORK, METHODOLOGY & DISCUSSION

My approach to the thesis is critical of conventional U.S.-Mexico border studies and the ‘border crossing metaphor’, which appears to disregard the fact that border residents also reinforce borders. In a similar vein to Pablo Vila’s work (2000, 2003a,  2005) I attribute great importance to the fieldwork experience as an essential counterpart to rigorous theoretical analysis. Vila points out that through the ethnographic experience we gain understandings that would not be accessible through other methods, “I still believe that a ‘reworked’ fieldwork experience is crucial to knowing ourselves and the ‘others’ in a highly interconnected world” (Vila 2003c:337 footnote 3).

As I mentioned earlier in the Introduction, I try to be descriptive and include many of my own personal insights and experiences into the text as they are useful to illustrate theoretical or more abstract points which I make. The difficulty of portraying conceptual issues pertaining to the region without rich portrayals of daily life-as-lived is well documented (Staudt & Coronado, 2002:8). Theory does not always provide a good ‘fit’ with everyday life, and therefore my fieldwork experience is intended to complement the conceptual issues which I raise in the first part of the thesis. In particular during this Introduction I try to give a breadth of my own experiences in or at the territorial divide as I recount from my fieldwork journal. The purpose of this is simply to give the reader a feel of how I, myself, experienced border crossings and my own encounter(s) with ‘raw’ state power, citizenship and subalternity.
I’m in Nogales, AZ. This is my first and only visit to this particular border locale. When crossing the border into Nogales, MX, each person must press a button which is connected to a traffic light. If it’s green- you pass, and if it’s red, you get searched. The girl before me got red, she was searched. Mine was green, so I pass. I wonder, is this really random?  Next you pass through a turnstile gate and you’re in Mexico. This crossing is very different to the El Paso/ Cd. Juárez border, because here you literally cross through a wall, la mura, it cuts through the middle of both Nogales. It’s so ugly, I think to myself at least the bridges have a bit of character this is just from corrugated iron, it’s almost insulting. The Mexican side of the wall is covered in graffiti; one slogan reads ‘fronteras: cicatrizes en la tierra’ [borders are scars in the land: See Photograph 2 on next page], this is reminiscent of Gloria Anzaldúa’s depiction of the border as an open or bleeding wound ‘una herida abierta’ and implies a connection between the border, physical bodies, and suffering or pain. Another slogan reads ‘las paredes vueltas de lado son puentes’ [walls turned on their sides are bridges]. I muse that this second slogan is meant to imply that the power relations of the border could be manipulated into adjoining rather than separating both sides, however I remind myself that in El Paso the border is a bridge, and even so it still remains very much a divisive territorial divide.  The U.S.-Mexico border is both a bridge and a wall, but always a marker of separation, of difference, a contradiction that continually joins and separates in the same moment. The way that power operates here is inherently paradoxical.


Photograph 2: Nogales Border (MX)
Source: author fieldnotes

Nogales MX is full of character, I emerge into Taco stands, street stalls grilling meat in the open air, ranchero music blaring, and scores of tourist shops. As I try to find my sense of direction amidst the heavy traffic and tourist touts trying to persuade me to look in their shops, I meet Juan Pablo who is collecting money for a children’s shelter. He doesn’t ask me for money, but he wants to know my name, and if I speak Spanish. Once we’ve established that, he would like to invite me to eat something, I tell him I already ate, remembering with shame the salad I had in Burger King on the ‘other side’.  He says I must come for an ice cream, to his surprise I accept. He tells me about himself, he is originally from Hermosillo [trans. little beautiful place], he claims that it is far more beautiful than Nogales. It has buildings of historical interest, whereas all Nogales has is ‘the line’. He rolls his eyes, and asks me if I’ve seen the line. I reply that I have, and I ask him what he thinks of it. He says it’s pointless, many people cross to work, and if there wasn’t work they wouldn’t cross, so why give them a hard time about it? He has never actually been to ‘the other side’, actually he’s never been outside of Sonora. However, he has seen England in the Movies. He dreams of marrying someone from the other side, not for immigration reasons but because he just thinks it would be great, romantic, and of course more things are possible on the ‘other side’ he adds. He asks me what the other Nogales is like. I feel guilty to be able to pass through with such ease, despite being a foreigner to both Mexico and the U.S. He is 23 years old, one year younger than me. He works as a chef in a children’s shelter, he loves cooking. I ask him if he cooks at home, he says he does. This surprises me, perhaps because of the perceived culture of machismo for which Mexico is famous. He tells me that he has three sisters who are all called María; de los Angeles, Guadalupe, and Dolores.  He tells me that he is Catholic, but prefers the other Christian churches because they are more lively. I tell him that I am also a Catholic, this seems to please him. I wonder silently if he is named after the Pope, but I don’t ask him that. We take a walk to the statue of Benito Juarez [ex-President of Mexico], he struggles to read the inscription underneath, and as he does I realise that I can read Spanish better than him. I feel somewhat guilty again, perhaps as a foreigner hijacking his language, so I opt not to correct him. He asks me if I can give him anything as a present, I feel a bit uncomfortable, and hesitate, wondering if he expects money. Instead, I offer him my business card and he looks happy. I tell him that if he writes to me at my university address, then I’ll write back to him, he beams. He says that he is so happy to meet a muchacha de inglaterra [young girl from England], and that he enjoyed hearing about the places that I’d visited. We say goodbye.

Before I cross back, I stop to buy a few gifts which is difficult in all the hassle. My return route is directly alongside the entrance, and looks exactly the same to me apart from the longer lines. My return is pretty simple, the CBP agent asks me some questions, ‘what are you bringing back from Mexico, where do you live, why are you here, what are you studying?’  I waft a plastic bag in front of him with a few gifts in it.  Then he exclaims “Are you alone? What? You go to Mexico alone? You should be careful…” and he waves me through.  As Mexican shoppers emerge into Nogales AZ, they can even pick up a trolley right at the exit to the port. People are roaming the streets of Nogales AZ with trolleys; it’s like a giant outdoor shopping centre (Author fieldnotes, 26 April 2005).

This experience reified me as a citizen (even though not one of the U.S.) in opposition to the subalternity of Juan Pablo. This was restated by my dominance, even in his own language, as well as my trouble-free crossing with the CBP agent whilst he had lived there all his life and had never crossed, in fact, he relied on and relished my description of the ‘other side’ (alongside that of the movies). This was a constant theme among subalterns on the Mexican side of the border; Rosa,​[11]​ a subaltern woman living in a Mexican colonia (who we meet in Chapter Five) who could see the border and beyond from her doorstep, also continually told me that she would love to visit the U.S., even just for one day.

I felt a constant feeling of guilt whilst engaging Juan Pablo in conversation for research purposes, I could not help feeling that I was profiting from his humble lifestyle, or as it would be said in Spanish, lucrando con su dolor. I felt especially shamed when he insisted on buying me an ice cream—a luxury item. It seemed ironic that just because of the fact of being born in different areas even though we were almost the same age, we partook of totally different standards of living. In retrospect, I find it difficult to believe that this crossing took place literally days before my crossing in Naco. It was a stark reminder of the volatility of state power and the instability or fragility of the citizen/ subaltern binary which I apparently crossed in a matter of days between these two crossings. At this point I felt safe, protected and reassured by state power, indeed, I had ascended so far into citizenship that the male CBP agent even showed paternalistic concern for my welfare as a single female, as I returned to the U.S.

Methodology
In the first instance I used traditional academic sources such as books, newspapers, official reports and websites.  Where these sources were exhausted or limited, I complemented with primary data collected during my fieldwork. This was especially necessary as the focus of my thesis turned to marginality. During January- July 2005 I undertook fieldwork at the U.S.-Mexico border. I was based primarily in the El Paso- Ciudad Juárez area. I also travelled to various locations on the Arizona-Sonora border: Sasabe/ El Sásabe, Nogales/ Nogales, Douglas/ Agua Prieta, Naco/ Naco.  During these visits I also spent time in Tucson, and Sierra Vista; lands which formed part of the Gadsen Purchase.

My approach to fieldwork was largely ethnographic, meaning that I collected data through interviews (both structured and unstructured); group visits to relevant organisations where I was able to learn more about how they portrayed themselves and how the organisations operated; and participant observation where I kept a detailed record of the day’s activities spent with a particular group or organisation. I was based in El Paso for six months, and integrated myself into daily life of the local community. Among other things, I attended relevant border-related academic events in UTEP, I volunteered once a week in Annunciation House, a house of hospitality for undocumented migrants, I became friendly with a number of groups running ‘border immersions tours’; a form of ‘border tourism’ and used these groups to gain access to sources in Ciudad Juarez. They were a safe and cheap way to travel to remote areas of Juarez, as well as an easy way to be introduced to groups of people with whom I wished to speak. I lived with a Mexican family in El Paso. Both of the daughters were travelling each day to work in Juarez, one was a teacher and the other worked in management in a maquiladora, the parents were both retired and spoke no English. With the mother of the family I used to attend the Spanish Catholic Mass each morning in the local Parish. This daily routine helped me to integrate into the community and make local, everyday contacts on both sides of the border.

My interviews varied between structured interviews mostly with government agencies, and unstructured interviews with citizens, undocumented migrants and subaltern women in Juarez. Although I had originally planned to collect the bulk of my information through formal interviews I soon discovered this to be a largely insensitive and counterproductive method of data collection which would not provide the insight to answer my research question. It seemed somewhat ridiculous to expect an undocumented migrant to sit in front of an mp3 player and pour out his/her depth of emotional experiences to a complete stranger. Indeed, the very thought of it made me feel uncomfortable. As such, I opted to visit migrants over a few months and gain their friendship, trust and respect, and informally ask them about their experiences whilst telling them that I was writing a thesis for university. In many cases they seemed excited that their stories would be told and chattered non-stop about their crossings, their families at home and their aspirations for a new life. However, I strongly believe that the use of a recording device would have formalised the procedure too much, and limited the results. As such I chose to speak with the migrants informally and write up the information at the earliest opportunity, which was usually the end of the day. Although a taped conversation may have been more accurate in some ways, it would have interrupted the natural flow of conversation and I believe that the formality it would have entailed would have been disrespectful to the undocumented migrants themselves and their experiences. Expecting them to seamlessly translate into academia seemed somewhat inhumane, indeed, I was keen to relate to them on a personal level that would not overly intimidate them. On two occasions migrants chose to write their accounts for me because they insisted that they did not want me to forget anything, yet these tended to omit the anecdotal element of oral narratives.

With regard to subaltern women, I carried out a number of visits as part of a larger group where we visited many different locations over a few days, and were briefed by organisations. This was followed by an opportunity for the group to ask questions and meet the women themselves, although as somewhat of a ‘tourist’. There was simply no other opportunity for me to collect data as I did with the Undocumented. However, I felt that this was a more natural and inconspicuous way to get to know women, as on occasion I visited the same speaker several times, or with very small groups of only two of three people. Aside from one occasion, I did not speak directly with the families of murdered or disappeared women because I did not feel that it was appropriate or necessary.

I relied heavily on the Center for Inter-American and Border Studies (CIBS) in UTEP where I was a Visiting Scholar to make contacts with U.S. governmental institutions, and for academic contacts on the Mexican side. Contacts I made in the institutions of the Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez, and El Colegio de la Frontera Norte Ciudad Juárez Campus, greatly helped me to forge communications with Mexican organisations. This was a somewhat privileged position which was very useful for contacting officials, but not particularly so for speaking with subalterns, or rather, hearing them ‘speak’.

In the majority of interviews with governmental institutions, I either recorded transcripts or simultaneously took notes during the interviews. In official interviews where I solicited the meeting, there was often suspicion about a British Citizen asking questions about the policy of another state which was uncomfortable and awkward, and often made for a rather unproductive interview where I was only offered the ‘official policy line’. Indeed, I recall one particular occasion when the Border Patrol cancelled all tours and meetings with groups or researchers, citing staff training as a reason. Luckily, being affiliated with a UTEP group helped me to gain access during this time. Nonetheless, I had to present my passport to be photocopied when I arrived at the El Paso Border Patrol Headquarters, and thus entered into the machinery and management of state power. Non-governmental organisations, on the other hand, were very obliging on both sides of the border, and usually easy to access and happy to help in any way possible.

Anonymity/ Protecting Identities of Informants
Of the people I spoke to, I have made all sources anonymous unless the information was given publicly, or unless the informant specifically requested that their true identity and details be used. Of the undocumented migrants, I speculate that the majority have moved on to other locations in the U.S., or perhaps back home. Many of them may not even have given their true identities in the first place out of fear, but even so, out of respect for them I have altered their names and some of their biographical data. As regards the women whom I spoke with in colonias in Juarez, it is most likely that they remain in the same location, so I have altered their names and some details to protect their identities. A separate list of true identities will be supplied to examiners.

I have made vague the details of government representatives with whom I have spoken, as I have with academics. This is simply to be cautious and respectful. Where the people in question are officials or academics who have spoken publicly, I have used their true identities. Despite these measures, I always try to convey truthfully the information which informants have given me.

Ethical issues
There is a distinct sensitivity at the border about people gaining from the suffering of others, those who ‘lucran con mi dolor’ [profit from my pain]. This was certainly a personal and ethical issue for me. I did not have the resources to offer money in return for information, which in any case might well have been entirely inappropriate. I did not want to appear as a ‘passing tourist’ to the very real pain which characterises their daily struggles. I felt uncomfortable probing too deeply into the murders of women when my main concern was largely about how they had been constructed and interpreted by society at large and the consequent productive outcome, rather than delving into the finer details of the killings themselves or giving the impression of trying to ‘solve’ them. This is why it was often easier to speak to women in the colonias than the families of the murdered and disappeared themselves. This principle also applies to the Undocumented, I did not want to accidentally stumble across anything which may upset them, such as moments of despair they experienced during the crossing, or the pain of being separated from their families and the uncertainty of their futures. I tended to let them lead the conversations and take the role of a listener. In doing so, I was able to tangentially address certain elements of their pain and suffering, which I hope is apparent in the thesis. Positioning myself as a white foreigner was difficult at times, but having a good grasp of Spanish certainly helped me to gain the trust of informants, as did being generally sensitive to their circumstances and making sure that I was dressed modestly.

Language
Spanish language was not so much of a limitation, as I managed to acquire fluency through an earlier trip to Guatemala, and by living with a Mexican family I adapted my accent and ‘slang’ to be understood locally. However, there is the possibility of inaccuracy where I have translated, particularly as I always wrote up my notes in English even if conversations had taken place in Spanish.  I did this as I found it easier to remember events in my native language. There is also the issue where certain words and phrases may not have an equivalent in English, in some cases I have left these terms in Spanish in the text and provided an explanatory footnote. I could also speculate that perhaps my British English accent was a problem whilst in the U.S., I was firmly branded as an outsider, and on some occasions was even advised not to speak in public because of my accent​[12]​.

The most significant language problem which I experienced was social, knowing in which social situation to use which language. There was always the possibility of causing offence if I spoke in the wrong language. Speaking English on the Mexican side of the border felt different to speaking it in El Paso, as did speaking English when there were people present who did not understand or speak it. I recall one occasion where I attended a UTEP-UACJ meeting in Juárez about a collaborative academic project, and noting the conduct of those who attended. The meeting was conducted in Spanish, even though the most prominent female academic figure there was unable to speak Spanish (although she said she understood it). Her female colleague led the meeting. The way in which she spoke Spanish was very similar to English, using the same mannerisms and expressions, and interjecting at the same point as she would have in English. This totally altered the power relations in the room, as the first academic remained silent, simply nodding and trying to keep up with the conversation out of a feeling of inadequacy. This would surely have been different on the U.S. side of the border. There was no uneasiness about general female participation in the meeting, only about the use of language. Afterwards there were a number of private expressions of dissatisfaction with the second female, that she came across as being rather rude, too assertive, too ‘bossy’ during the meeting and marginalizing the first female through her use of language. Someone even commented to me afterwards that her general attitude was reflected later in her hostility to the hospitality staff who provided tea, coffee and snacks. Where the Mexican academics would always treat the hospitality staff with respect and say please and thank you, many U.S. academics did not afford them the same courtesy, regarding them as some kind of servant (Author fieldnotes, 11 February 2005). In this sense, language and culture are closely interrelated; this indicates how tensions can easily develop through differences in cultural expectations.





The restrictions which a border places upon human mobility are a central theme in my thesis, and although in rather a different situation to the people I write about, my immigration status whilst on fieldwork also placed restrictions onto what I was able to attempt and ultimately achieve.

I had originally planned to spend a six-month period at the border, however UK citizens are only allowed to enter the U.S. on a visa waiver for three months at a time. An unsuccessful application for a six month tourist visa at the U.S. embassy in London made it necessary for me to split the fieldwork period into two, with a brief return to the UK in between these periods.

The refusal of the visa also caused problems with my own fluidity whilst crossing the border. Although the majority of crossings were trouble-free, there were two particular occasions where I was held at the Port of Entry for substantial periods of time and subject to intense interviewing and ‘management’ strategies (one of which is the opening snapshot). I tried to treat this as an opportunity to peer inside the workings of the ports of entry in a way which would not have been possible through interviewing, however at times it did become quite distressing, and understandably it influenced when, how often, and with whom I would cross the border in future.

After such an experience I was understandably nervous about crossing the border again, however I was also deeply concerned about how this would affect my research, to which I considered the frequent crossing experience to be a central part. Whilst providing me with an important perspective into the workings of state power within individuals and groups, I was aware that to be able to carry out the program of research I had planned, I would have to continue to cross the border regularly.

I solved the problem partially by trying to avoid crossing the border by foot. I had observed that it was very rare for passports to be scanned if travelling by vehicle. Obviously this did restrict my mobility, and I could only travel when I knew someone else who was crossing with a vehicle, although I did continue to cross occasionally by foot if I felt that this was necessary. For the most part, I was able to continue my research this way, although I did not cross in Arizona again after that particular experience.  Strangely enough, I flew into and around the U.S. numerous times and never had a problem crossing through POEs in these instances.

Access to sources
Mexican governmental agencies were much more difficult to contact and meet with than their U.S. counterparts, I found this to be the case even while using academic contacts made in universities in Juarez. In the case of trying to contact Grupo Beta- the Mexican Governmental Migrant Help agency, not even Rodolfo Rubio, the main researcher on migration in El Colegio de la Frontera Norte knew who was in charge of the Juárez division (Author interview, 26 May 2005). He tried numerous times to contact the office with no success. In a personal conversation he explained that staff are constantly rotated to avoid corruption, but unfortunately this means that current staff are difficult to contact and know very little about the locations in which they are actually deployed. Even though they were meant to have a spokesperson it seemed that there was not one at the time when I was there. Rubio commented that since the name of the Juarez spokesperson which was published on the website, there have already been two others who have come and gone. He also mentioned that numbers may have been relocated to Arizona over the summer due to the increased risk to crossers from the high temperatures which could explain difficulties in contacting their staff. He expressed concern about the utility of interviewing them, saying that because of their rotation few knew anything about the historical context of their departments, and that because of frequent allegations of corruption that even if an interview was secured, they would be suspicious of revealing any more than their official line. On another occasion, I was almost unable to attend a group visit to the maquiladora Scientific Atlanta because I discovered that I needed a special visa to do so, and the maquila wanted faxed confirmation of my passport and the visa details before I arrived. Subsequently, there was somewhat of a rush to ensure that this was done, it cost $20. U.S. citizens are not required to do this (Author fieldnotes, 9 March 2005).

Current Affairs
As my thesis deals with current affairs, it is inevitable that parts of the work and data gathered from the fieldwork has already become outdated. There will have also been new developments since this thesis was submitted. Although regrettable, this is an inherent limitation of any work of this type.

Personal reflection: Writing as the Other
I am neither a U.S. nor Mexican citizen, I am white, my economic status is secure, that is, the essential material needs of myself and my family are adequately met by our income and I hold a passport that has generally permitted me to travel at will. The vantage point from which I write is clearly one of ‘other’ or citizen: to subalterns who live at the border, to those crossing through the border region without documents, to those working in governmental and non-governmental jobs there, indeed to all of the people with whom I communicated and upon which this thesis is predicated. In some cases I instantly stood out as ‘other’, in others it only became apparent if or when I spoke or when I presented my passport to state authorities.

At times I have felt uncomfortable in myself for being more privileged than the people about whom I am writing and using in my thesis. Even in simple conversation I am conscious of exerting upon them an unspoken authority which is commonly although perhaps unwillingly acknowledged and reproduced by both parties. I remind myself of the random foundations of this unequal and hierarchical power relationship, the simple fact that I had the fortune of being born on a specific geographical territory affords me the opportunity to spend my days researching and recording the struggles which are their everyday realities.

Writing about the ‘other’ essentially demands critical reflection on my own positionality within my work in keeping with my methodology. I have authority as an author and as a western academic. I too am implicated and involved in the relations of state power which I place under scrutiny, the mutual constitution of subaltern and citizen, after all, I was a citizen to Juan Pablo who I met in Nogales or to the Undocumented migrants over whom I was in charge during my period volunteering at Annunciation House. I cannot escape these power relations and reluctantly exert them over the subjects of my study through the common knowledge of my own citizenship and lifestyle. Yet at the same time, I am a subject of these relations of state power when I come into contact with government bodies, most markedly when I cross the border, I am vulnerable to having my political life ripped off and being revealed as ‘naked life’.

To other citizens in the region I may have appeared somewhat of a ‘border research tourist’ (Staudt & Coronado, 2002:7). Occasionally there seemed to be an unspoken yet underlying assumption that research undertaken by a transient was less legitimate or worthwhile than that carried out by a long term resident or native of the region. At times this did make academic occasions uncomfortable. I recall one particular moment when giving a lecture in NMSU (Author fieldnotes, 21 June 2005) about the Minuteman Project, during the questions afterwards a member of the audience would not accept that I had the authority or legitimacy to discuss the topic as my foreign citizenship automatically precluded the necessary understanding of U.S. unity and patriotism which protecting such a great nation from such serious threats such as illegal aliens and terrorism commands. In her mind, my narrative would be fatally flawed because I was an ‘outsider’​[13]​. I responded to her that perhaps I could add a valuable yet different perspective to the growing body of work written by natives of the U.S. and Mexico, and academics residing in the border region. Some months later I gave a similar talk in the Department of International Politics here at Aberystwyth University, and was once more challenged by a member of staff for ‘favouring illegal aliens’ in my work when they were clearly ‘wrong’ for having broken federal state laws (Woodling IPRS, 2005). This implied that the Undocumented are not a worthy object of study, having broken state laws they had voluntarily excluded themselves. Once more, I responded that this is a perfect example of how discrimination is internalised as ‘common-sense’ knowledge and subsequently reproduced in civil society.

However, my ‘otherness’ brought possibilities as well as limitations. Appearing as a young, ignorant outsider often afforded me conversations and perspectives that I do not believe would have been otherwise forthcoming. Being a stranger to the region generally put border residents at ease, and encouraged them to talk. Conversely even though I am white, being a non-U.S. citizen seemed to command more respect from my Mexican informants, and even created a strange unity on the common ground that we were all marked as different to ‘them’, aliens according to U.S. state law, and that we were all away from our home countries and families.  I do believe that my work offers a different and useful complement to that which is locally produced, although I certainly do not claim that it is superior.


THESIS STRUCTURE & OVERVIEW

The thesis discusses and analyses the mutual production of state power and the border via the subaltern. At all times I use the lens of the hierarchical binaries which constitute the border, most markedly the citizen/ subaltern binary, but also other binaries which build upon it such as: legal/ illegal, inside/ outside, Malinche/ Guadalupe. These binaries, I argue, are dispersed into everyday life and become embedded into and enacted in the living process. The thesis has two parts.

Outline of chapters
The first part of the thesis provides a theoretical and historical overview of state power at the U.S.-Mexican border. Chapter One reviews the key literature pertaining to borders in IR and the field of Border Studies more generally which is dominated by the U.S.-Mexican border. The second chapter follows up with a theoretical and conceptual framework by which to understand state power and the citizen/ subaltern binary at borders. Towards this end, I read contributions of Gramsci and Foucault on power and the state alongside each other, followed by an analysis of marginality and its relationship with state power for which I read the contributions of Agamben and Latin American Subaltern Studies groups. Chapter Three offers a historical perspective which contextualises the operations of state power and the citizen/ subaltern binary since the drawing of the modern U.S.-Mexican border in 1848.

The second part of the thesis is based on my field research and uses an empirical approach to integrate the citizen/ subaltern binary and its constitutive importance to state power and the (re)production of the border into a practical argument. Employing the motif of rincón and esquina I try to elucidate the different ways in which these elements of the border interact and overlap, how they hide behind each other or try to obscure the other; upon which claims that national and territorial borders are coterminous are founded. Chapter Four examines the Undocumented subaltern in the context of the legal/ illegal binary. I focus on the U.S. state and how it fortifies the territorial border as a marker of difference through marking certain peoples as ‘aliens’ and others ‘citizens’. Chapter Five analyses the role of subaltern women in border (re)production, it focuses on the femicides of Ciudad Juárez, and how they are used by the state to produce and reinforce certain cultural binaries in society, particularly the Guadalupe/Malinche binary which underpins ‘good’ and ‘bad’ women. I claim that such binaries are used to culturally fortify a particular notion of Mexican womanhood which stands in opposition to the hegemonic influence of the U.S. perceived to be ‘spilling’ over the border and threatening Mexican culture and nationhood; and which threatens to invite back the spectre of Malinche who allowed the foreign contamination of the Mexican nation. Chapter Six draws together the two preceding chapters and gives a discussion of parallels drawn which suggest an inherent condition of marginality as integral to the border. It also revisits resistance, reading Agamben, Spivak and Beverley together to interrogate the potential of representation as resistance which would challenge the strict separations upon which binaries rely. However, adding a note of caution to here, I insist that in any attempt to resist power relations, we must also make ourselves aware of the thin line between resistance and recolonisation which exists within representation and the transformative potential therein.
*** *** ***

The thesis presents an original contribution to knowledge in three key areas by insisting upon an emphasis on marginality. Firstly, by examining the marginal in IR it renders borders visible as an important element in theorising the state. Furthermore, the motif of rincón and esquina which I employ renders visible the complex and multifaceted character of borders which have both territorial and cultural elements. In doing so, the thesis also contributes to a growing body of literature in the IR sub-field of Postcolonial Politics. Secondly, by focusing on the subaltern and naked life, it contributes to theories of power, marginality and the state in the fields of both IR and Border Studies which will serve to facilitate future dialogue within and between the two. Thirdly, the discussion which I provide on resistance suggests how the binary structure of power which maintains borders and our own role therein might be disrupted, critiqued, or challenged in ways that are different to resistance as commonly conceived.












^1	  In my opinion, this is what distinguishes postcolonialism from other ‘post’ approaches such as poststructuralism and postmodernism.
^2	  On another memorable occasion I was questioned for eight hours overnight at the Bridge of the Americas in El Paso sitting beside a man in the waiting room who had been arrested for smuggling drugs and was shackled in chains at his feet. (Author fieldnotes, 6 July 2005).
^3	  I see the idea of creating a platform for the subaltern to speak as a form of resistance—I elaborate on this further in Chapter Six of the thesis.
^4	  A Spokesperson from the CBP Public Relations Office commented that Mexicans selling items are discouraged from loitering or coming close to the U.S. side in case they are spotters—that is, looking to see if a particular agent is being less vigilant on that day (Author Interview, 21 June 2005).
^5	  Unless crossing over the Bridge of the Americas, which is also known also as the free bridge.
^6	  This narrative draws on my own experiences and reflections when crossing, and those of people who I crossed with (sometimes Annunciation House volunteers, sometimes CIBS staff). As frequent crossers, they often commented to me that they get desensitised to the crossing experience. Some even purchase an annual pass which allows them to pass through an express lane without queuing or even stopping at the inspection booths—in these scenarios the border becomes simply another road.
^7	  Although known as a border city, San Diego is not actually situated on the border. Rather, San Ysidro is the port of entry. Nonetheless, it is commonly considered to be Tijuana’s ‘twin’.
^8	  CBP figures for 1992 (Written documentation, Author Interview, 21 June 2005). The exact figures are Sasabe 5,179 and El Paso 5,126,383.
^9	  As they also specify, although San Diego has a larger population that El Paso, when combined with Tijuana this is not greater than the combined El Paso-Ciudad Juarez population. 
^10	  I see as being similar in some ways to the concept of ‘Borderscape’  as employed by Rajaram & Grundy-Warr, (2007) which is also intended to complicate borders.
^11	  This name has been changed to protect the informant’s anonymity.
^12	  This happened more than once when I was observing the ACLU legal observers during the MMP in Arizona (Author fieldnotes, April 2005).
^13	  The fact that Dr. Neil Harvey, who is also originally from Britain, was chairing the talk only served to add to the woman’s ire. 
